Moon critics misrepresent him

Feedback

To the Editor:

First Amendment freedoms are given to us by God; with the implicit responsibility not to use that freedom as a license to misrepresent, misquote, or abuse those freedoms. It simply reveals the same ignorance about that so many in our society continue to have so we fear to face the fact that Christianity is not living up to the teachings of Jesus, which include a willingness to risk one’s life to live for God and mankind. I have talked at length with one of the signees of said letter, and he admitted that he had never studied Reverend Moon’s life or theology. How can he or anyone call himself “Christian” when he doesn’t want to check it out, first hand! What I want the MIT community to do is to open their minds to the fact that my brothers and sisters are dying out there, that the communists are destroying and enslaving half the world’s population (can we forget Cambodia?), and that God needs Christians and non-Christians alike to cooperate with one another to find the solution to the social, spiritual, and economic problems facing mankind, which only an affluent and educated America can hope to confront.

Reverend Moon has the solution. It’s called CARP. It’s called “Home Church,” it’s called serving and sacrificing for your brothers; it is Jesus way of life that he had dreamed could become the reality and tradition for everyone on earth, no matter what color, or age, or gender may be. Reverend Moon has established a practical plan of saving marriage, uniting religions, races and nations, and establishing a tradition of living God’s words that enables us to realize the Kingdom of Heaven in our lifetime.

If anyone has a different plan to save the world that is superior to present-day Christianity (which has failed to inspire an unselfish way of life among most of its adherents), communism (which, though selfless, is without God, without heart, and merely enslaves or exterminates people), and other traditional philosophies and religions, then by all means say it! Proclaim it! I’ll check it out! After checking out many Christian groups and sects, I checked Reverend Moon out, and he and the Unification Church do what they say! Reverend Moon’s life is to save man and liberate God from his suffering. Can’t you help him do that? Are you helping God and others at the risk of your lives and reputations? Those who are in CARP and the Unification Church do. It is because Reverend Moon does, and ultimately, because God Himself does. Check it out, first hand.

J. Andrew Combe G
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Gammoned or Backgammoned?

If you know... you probably know St. Pauli Girl Beer.

It’s all in knowing the difference. Between the finer points of a game. Between imported beer and St. Pauli Girl, the superb German imported beer.

“Girl” fanciers favor St. Pauli Girl with its delicious, full-bodied flavor and sparkle. Many have even discovered St. Pauli Girl Dark with its hearty and distinctive German richness.